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Climbing in the Ecrins

T he quantity and quality of high-standard rock climbs now available in
all areas of the Alps is astounding. Many of the areas are well known 

Chamonix, the Bregaglia, the Sella Pass area of the Dolomites, Sanetsch
and, of course, Handeg. All offer routes of high quality and perfect rock.
There is only one problem with these areas and that is that they are too
popular. Fortunately, for those of us who value solitude in the mountains,
there are still regions in the Alps that provide routes of equal standing to the
above but, for reasons not entirely understood, do not attract the crowds.
One of the best kept secrets in British climbing circles is that some of the
finest rock climbing in the Alps is now to be found in the Ecrins massif
where many ofthe climbs stand comparison with anything that Chamonix
or the Bregaglia have to offer. The quality of the rock is more than ade
quate on most routes, although the odd slightly suspect pitch may add a
spice of adventure. This factor has given the range an unfair reputation for
looseness which, when combined with a lack of telepheriques, has been
effective in keeping the crowds away.

A brief summary follows of the best of the granite climbing in the Ecrins
massif. But first I feel I ought to say something about the use of bolts. This
is a difficult subject and many words have already been expended on it.
My own views are simple: the high mountains, like our own small cliffs,
are no place for bolts. Having said that, I have to admit that most of the
recent developments in the Ecrins make use of bolt protection. Some of the
routes are fully bolted, some have equipped belays, while others are in a
more traditional state. Except in a few of the more alarming examples, I
have avoided making any comments on the relative use/misuse of bolts on
any particular route. However, I do think that, in general, the Ecrins has
been overbolted and I applaud the stance taken by the National Park to try
to limit this activity.

Many of the routes described in this article are not in the AC guidebook
and anyone visiting the area should supplement the latter with,. Jean-Michel
Cambon's topo guide L'Oisans Nouveau Est Arrive. It employs an innovative
star system to indicate the relative amount of fixed gear present on any
route. This system is very helpful and ensures that wherever you place
yourself on the'sport climber/ traditional Alpinist' continuum you will find
routes to your taste. I have taken the liberty of adopting the following
system of stars to give an impression of the amount of fixed protection
currently in use on Ecrins routes:
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Denotes a fully bolted sport route. A rack of Quick draws should
be sufficient to protect the route.
Indicates that bolt belays are provided, plus the odd peg/bolt on
sections difficult to protect with traditional protection. A full rack
should be carried.
Implies a traditional Alpine route with little fixed protection.
Expect fewer pegs than on comparable Chamonix routes. A full
rack, including pegs, should be carried.
Four stars signifies a true challenge.

The Ecrins needs no introduction to regular readers of the Alpine Journal.
Ailefroide is arguably the most picturesque of the main centres and is a
good place to start. There are three venues of interest to the rock climber:
the cliffs surrounding the campsite, ideal for the true crag rat, the Aiguille
de Sialouze for the more discerning climbers who prefer their cragging in a
mountain setting, and the faces above the Glacier Noir, for those who value
solitude and ambience enough to undertake a stiff walk.

There are an incredible seven sectors within 30 minutes walk of the camp
site - sufficient, indeed, to warrant a local climbing guide. All are fully
equipped and there are over 100 routes, from 20-metre sport climbs to 12
pitch routes. Grades vary from 3 to 8a (or possibly, by now, even harder).
The rock and the climbing are generally of high quality, with many good
friction slabs and several steeper face climbs. These routes are in no way
related to Alpinism and, for my taste, the routes are rather anonymous.
The Tete de la Draye arguably has the best sport routes. Of the longer
routes, the Fissure d'Ailefroide** (5) will appeal to some and Palavar les Flots*
(5+, 1990) is very popular.

More appealing are the routes on the Aiguille de Sialouze (3576m). This
is easily reached from the Refuge du SeIe. The main attraction is the SW
face, a 400m slab of perfect granite. There are nine routes on the face,
many of which are outstanding. For the aspiring TD leader Super Pilou**
(TD- 5+, 1984) would be a fine choice in thatthis is one of the few Ecrins
mountain routes of that grade on good rock. L'Attaque a Main Armee* (ED
6cl7a, 1985), JourdeColere** (ED 7a, 1984) and Ventre aTerre* (TD+ 6a,
1985) are all recommended for the well honed.

Having acclimatised on the Sialouze it will undoubtedly be necessary to
make a visit to Glacier Noir. Park the car at the Refuge Cezanne and take
the obvious path north. After 30 minutes the path divides and the accom
panying crowds will head right, to the Refuge du Glacier Blanc and the voie
normal of the Barre des Ecrins. Instead, walk alone up the moraine of the
Glacier Noir into the oppressive coomb at its head. Here the walls are big.
To the south are three major north faces: the Pelvoux (3946m), the Pic
Sans Nom (3914m) and the Ailefroide (3953m). To the north lies the S
face of the Barre des Ecrins (4101m). All four faces are over 1000m in
height. The latter is the most amenable, with both the Arete Rouge and the
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South Pillar offering classic routes to the highest peak in the range. The
South Pillar** (1 lOOm, TD V+, 1944), after an easy start, gives 400m of
enjoyable and exposed climbing up the Bastion, climaxing in an overhang
ing crack to reach the Miroir and easy ground to the top. A combination
of some suspect rock and the long descent of the N face makes this a fine
expedition.

The N faces opposite have even more to offer those with an inclination
for adventure. The Pic Sans Nom is the main attraction. The modern
Alpinist, for whom summits for their own sake are not important, will be
attracted by the Pilier de Gauche. This sports two 500m routes in the mod
ern idiom: Magic Stones ** (TD+ 6a, 1983) and I'Aurore Nucleaire ** (ED 6b,
1986), the latter taking a stunning line up a very compact piece of rock.
Descent is by 15 abseils down the line of l'Aurore.. Traditionalists will pre
fer to bag the summit and will therefore choose to pit their talents against
either the Russenberger (ED- 6a, 1950) or the Directe de Droite by J M Cambon
(ED- 6a, 1975). Both get the coveted three star rating! Those who cannot
resist the urge to don crampons will be drawn to either Boivin's Raie des
Fesses**** (lOOOm, ED+, 1976) on the Pic Sans Nom or Cambon's Filier
des Seracs**** (lOOOm, TD+, 1981) on the Pointe Forestiere. With their
four stars, both appear worthy of serious attention.

Although it is possible to cross the massif easily on foot, the crag rat will
opt to drive over the Col de Lauteret to La Berarde. En route it is worth
spending a few days in La Grave. From here one can take a leisurely stroll
up the beautiful Clot des Cavales valley to the isolated Refuge du Lac du
Pave - an ideal base from which to attempt the 900m Devies-Gervasutti on
Pic Gaspard (3883m). This is probably one of Gervasutti's least frequented
routes and a classic. At TD 6a and attracting the magic three star rating, it
should appeal to many. Less traditional, but offering bold climbing on
excellent rock, are Traffic* (200m, TD+ 6b, 1988) on the E face of Pic Nord
des Cavales (3362m) and the short routes on Pointe Emma (3344m) l'Aurore
Naissante** (200m TD+ 6b, 1988) and Eurydice** (ED- 6b, 1989).

The remaining cliffs are more easily approached from La Berarde. The
campsite there reminds me of a disused airfield but has the advantages of
being at 1800m and giving reasonable access to many good mountain rock
climbs. Like Ailefroide, there has been considerable development of the
local roadside crags which now sport over 30 routes of between four and
ten pitches. The main sectors are the Tete de la Maye, Tete .Blanche, the
Encoula slabs and the recently opened Grande Rochaille. There are also
several one-pitch sport crags and good bouldering just above the campsite
on the path to the Refuge Carrelet. The routes tend to be of a uniform
quality and most lack something from the point of view of character. They
are a useful way to keep fit and are nearly always in condition. I would
definitely recommend an afternoon on the first five pitches ofMaye 0 Niaise*
(ED 6b, 1991) which gives several pitches of outstanding wall climbing
'only 20 minutes from the road. From the top of the wall it is possible to
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escape right or meander up another five pitches to the summit on good but
disjointed climbing.

Of the lower mountain crags, both the Aiguille Dibona (3130m) and the
Pie Nord des Cavales (3362m) are well known. The former has had several
fine routes ruined by retro-bolting, as well as several new additions. Visite
Obligatoire* (TD+ 6a, 1988) stands out as the best of the new crop, but
watch out for the crowds. Pic Nord des Cavales would be as popular if it
were not for the steep approach: like the Cromlech only longer. However,
those that make the effort will be well rewarded by having a fine cliff to
themselves. Particularly impressive is the exposed traverse on La Fureur de
Vivre* (ED- 6b, 1988).

As well as the good climbing, one would be hard pressed not to notice
the outstanding views offered by this small but well placed peak. It is a fine
spot from whieh to admire the S face of La Meije (3982m). This has to be
one of the Alps' great cliffs, whose friendly aspect gives fine rock climbing
for five months of the year. The architecture is magnificent, with a con
tinuous wall of yellow granite spreading all the way from the deep notch of
the Col de la Meije to the Col du Pave. The wall is topped by a series of
massive towers, the largest being the stately Grand Pie. The Promontoire
thrusts down into the Etan~ons glacier, offering a compelling line to the
Glacier Carre. This remote glacier and the fading snow patches on the
Fauteuil des Allemands add definition to the face. It may take four hours
of uphill slog to get there but few will not think it a worthwhile effort.
There are at least 15 routes on the wall, most of them of the highest quality.
The Promontoire hut makes an excellent base and you will be more popu
lar with the warden if you book first and remember to carry water. The
best plan is to go for several days and aim to climb a couple of routes,
returning to the hut before reaching the summit and then continuing the
great traverse to the Aigle hut and La Grave.

Just 20 minutes from the hut lies the very amenable SW face. It only
catches the sun from lOam so there is ample justification for a healthy lie
in, subject of course to your being able to sleep through the mass exodus at
3am by those attempting the traverse. Both the Voie de Marseilles*** (500m,
TD 6a, 1966) and I'Horreur du Bide* (ED 6c, 1987) provide good quality
routes and quick descents back to the hut.

To the far right of the face, beyond the Zsigmondy Couloir, stands the
Face Sud d'Arrets with its prominent Central Bastion. Here the imagina
tively named Bastion Central** (500m, TD 5+, 1969) provides a fine tradi
tional route, while L'epinard Hallucinogene** (500m ED- 6b, 1984) takes
you through some enormous roofs (AO) to some fine free climbing on the
walls above. Purists on either route will follow 300m of easier climbing to
the Troisieme Doigt before finishing the traverse, while the norm now is to
bail out at the top of the Bastion and make the 15 abseils needed to reach
sacks left at the foot of the face.
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Sandwiched between the Promontoire and the Bastion lies the massive
Grand Pic de la Meije. This 800m wall holds Pierre Alain's 1935 master
piece South Face Direct** (TD V). This landmark route forges its way up
the right side of the face, requiring inspired and devious route-finding to
keep technical difficulties down to an acceptable level. Most parties will
get lost at some time on the upper face. To its left stand two modern neigh
bours: La Chevauchee des Vacheskin"pent** (800m, ED 7a, 1986), one of the
current test pieces requiring a competent party to complete it in one day,
and the fine LeDossierdu Fauteui/** (800m, ED- 6b/c, 1986). This follows
the prominent crack line in the centre of the face and boasts a real gritstone
special: a 30m overhanging jamming crack at about E2 5c. The rest of the
route provides sustained balance climbing on steep slabs at 5-6a right to
the summit. Those wishing to complete the traverse should bivvy at the
good sites at the foot of the Glacier Carre. To return to the hut, a descent
is made of the Promontoire route, for which axes and crampons should be
carried. Apparently it is possible to descend the face by 24 abseils! Good
luck.

After satiating yourself on these sunny walls, you might feel the urge
once again to enter the shadows to gather the full Ecrins experience. The
N side of the Meije offers several fme options, and indeed one can hardly
ignore the Gervasutti route*** on the NW face of the Ailefroide, 3953m
(llOOm, TD+ 6, 1936), probably the most coveted of all the big classic
rock routes in the massif. If these are not in condition, and by now your
fingertips are worn through, perhaps you should investigate some of the
fine limestone cliffs in the region or even the many traditional mountain
eering routes.
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